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Testimonials




		The condo was very nice. The complex is about 30 years old, but it is very well kept. The interior of the condo was very nice and clean. Our stay at Spinnaker was great!!!



		



		A wonderful resort for mountain and ski vacation.



		



		This was the second year in a row we stayed at the Spinnaker, so we knew what the accommodations would be. The heated parking area is a big plus. We took advantage of the spa, sauna and pool area, which were very nice.



		



		We had a wonderful and relaxing vacation. The scenery is breathtaking and the proximity to ski resorts is excellent! We will definitely stay again!



		



		Love it! Love it! Love it!



		





		This condo was pure perfection. The staff that manage it were wonderful, the location and nearby restaurants were great, stunning views….I could go on and on! Amazing in every way possible for our family vacation!



			Stephanie

	



		Building great, parking great, unit nice, well insulated.



		





		


Great condo/location!







			Christian

	





		A few friends and I stayed at Cathy’s condo at the Spinnaker on Lake Dillon for my birthday weekend. The location was excellent, the condo was very spacious and clean, and the amenities were also great (hot tub, sauna, garage, luggage dolly’s, etc). Had a little mix-up during check-in where the key was not available for an hour after we arrived, which was a little disappointing but overall did not affect my stay enough to remove a star. Overall, I would rebook this place again in the future due to the great value and amenities of the bnb.



			Douglas

	





		


Great location and very clean! Hosts were very helpful and we are planning to stay there again.







			Andy
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